
BTM SWITCH 

ROCKER SWITCH WITH BLUETOOTH AND 4 POSTION MEMORY 

Using the BTM switch, there are 3 function buttons. 

Setting the displayed height of the table 

1. Press the Reminder (A) and the Bluetooth (B) buttons at the same time for 5 seconds or until the displayed height begins to 
flash.

2. Tilt the switch up to increase the number or down to decrease.

3. Wait 10 seconds for the height to automatically confirm and lock in. 

(A) Reminder (B) Bluetooth (C) Favorite

To raise or increase the display number To lower or decrease the display number 

Setting desk height limits 

Minimum height limits are only stops, when re-initialization is required, the lifting columns will have to fully close with no obstruc-

tions. 

Upper Limit 

1. Adjust the surface to the desired upper height 

2. Press the (B) Bluetooth button and tilt up at the same time for 8 seconds until light flashes

3. Release the button and the tilt

Lower Limit 

1. Adjust the surface to the desired low height

2. Press the (B) Bluetooth button and tilt up at the same time for 8 seconds until light flashes

3. Release the button and the tilt

Tilting the switch will activate the 

travel or perform setting tasks  
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Setting a memory position 

1. Adjust the surface to the desired height 

2. Press the ( C) favorite button for 2 seconds

The display will flash white 2 times while saving, once it is static white, it is saved. 

Auto drive is possible for “Autodrive” drive enabled on the Linak Desk Control App 

1. Double-tilt the BTM switch in the direction of the desired travel, the table will go the next saved position

Erasing the saved position 

1. Press and Favorite ( C) button for 8 seconds to erase all saved positions

Connecting to the Linak Desk Control app 

1. Find Linak “Desk Control “ app in ITunes, Apple, Google or Microsoft store and download

2. Press the (B) Bluetooth button for 2 seconds to enable pairing mode, the LED flashes red when in the pairing mode 

3. Follow the apps instruction for use.

(A) Reminder (B) Bluetooth (C) Favorite
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